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Abstract— In this paper1, we give an analysis of the perfor-
mances of two fingerprinting-based localization schemes using
IR-UWB signaling. The first scheme uses channel’s power de-
lay profile as fingerprints and least square error as matching
function. The second one use channel 2nd. order statistics as
fingerprints and maximum likelihood estimation as matching
function. The analysis allows us to model some key parameters
as the grid dimensions and the number of samples in building the
database, which help in selecting optimal setup of the localization
system offline. The performances limitations are given in term
of upper bound on the mean square error (MSE) which is more
interesting for practical purpose.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing popularity of wireless access infrastruc-
ture and mobile devices fulfils people’s desire to access the
multimedia services ubiquitously. Indoor positioning is one
of the important techniques that help making context-aware
services feasible [1]. In fact, many applications may benefit
from relatively accurate indoor location information of mobile
terminals to enhance existing services or provide new ones.

The inaccuracy of such localization techniques is mainly
due to the propagation conditions imposed by the wireless
channel: multipath and non line of sight (NLOS) conditions.
In indoor environments, the NLOS propagation degrades
severely the performance of conventional techniques (time of
arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA), angle of
arrival (AOA), signal strength (SS)...) and creates a need of
development of more accurate mechanisms suited for these
situations [2].

To alleviate this problem, location fingerprinting technique
has been introduced to obtain optimal performance in mul-
tipath environment. The key idea is to store some signal
information (fingerprint), from the whole area, in a database
where the entries are the corresponding terminal locations.
Location fingerprinting performs well for non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) circumstances as it is able to exploit the channel
diversity. Thus, it is suitable for indoor positioning, and LOS
propagation is then no more required.

Generally, the deployment of fingerprinting based position-
ing systems can be divided into two phases: offline phase
and on-line phase. During off-line stage, site survey is per-
formed in the target environment to collect the fingerprints at
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some sampling locations. In the on-line stage, the positioning
techniques process the received signal from mobile terminal
and calculate the estimated location coordinates based on the
knowledge built during the off-line stage.

To constitute a signature or a fingerprint, several types
of information can be used such as the received signal
strength, angular power profile (APP) and power delay profile
(PDP) [3], [4]. Several types of pattern-matching algorithms
may then be employed with the objective to give the position
of the mobile station with the weakest location error (least
square error, likelihood probability...).

Recently, UWB signaling has grown in popularity since
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulations
in the United States have defined emission masks for UWB
signals [5]. The FCC ruling allows for coexistence with
traditional and protected radio services and enable the potential
use of UWB transmission without allocated spectrum. This
is achieved by constraining UWB transmission systems to
operate at a very low spectral density, sensibly equal to the
power spectral density of thermal noise at the receiver. Thus,
interference from UWB transmitters to others UWB users
as well as other wireless systems with overlapping spectrum
bandwidth resembles thermal noise. As result, scarce spectrum
transmitter may be used more efficiently. The widely used
form of UWB signaling is based on impulse radio (IR) [6].

IR-based UWB (IR-UWB) technology employs pulses of
very short durations (≤ ns) with very low spectral densi-
ties. It is resistant to channel multipath and has very good
time-domain resolution allowing for location and tracking
applications, and is relatively low-complexity and low-cost.
Due to its high temporal resolution and its low range, UWB
signaling is by nature a good candidate to provide accurate
position information in indoor environments. Several works
have considered its ranging capabilities to design localizations
algorithms, [7], [8] to cite few.

In this work, we analyze the performances of some location
fingerprinting techniques when using UWB signaling. Many
works in the literature have considered the performances
limitations of some localizations techniques, most of them
have considered the conventional or the direct ones (TOA,
TDOA, AOA, SS...), and the performances limitations were
mainly characterized in terms of lower bounds on location
error. The positioning problem for cellular networks is ad-
dressed in [9], UWB localizations performances limits in
[10], and cooperative wireless sensor networks positioning is



investigated in [11]. For fingerprinting techniques, the perfor-
mances characterization is usually achieved by mean of time-
consuming computer’s simulations or costly measurements.

In this paper, we give an analysis of the performances of
two fingerprinting-based localization schemes using IR-UWB
signaling. The first scheme uses channel’s power delay profile
as fingerprints and least square error as matching function. The
second one use channel 2nd. order statistics as fingerprints and
maximum likelihood estimation as matching function.

The analysis allows us to model some key parameters as
the grid dimensions and the number of samples in building
the database, which help in selecting optimal setup of the
localization system offline. The performances limitations are
given in term of upper bound on the mean square error (MSE)
which is more interesting for practical purpose.

The paper is organized as follows, Section I introduces the
system model, Section II the PDP fingerprinting performances
analysis, Section III the 2nd. order statistics fingerprinting
performances, numerical results are presented in Section IV,
and concluding remarks in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an indoor wireless local area network, with
only one access point (AP) that is always visible throughout
the area under consideration. A square grid of dimension
(D,D) is defined over the two-dimensional floor, the grid
spacing is given by ∆ and results in M2 squares, M =
D/∆. Without loss of generality, we assume M integer. The
locations’ fingerprints are limited to the points on the center
of each resulting square. The AP is assumed to be in the
center of the grid with coordinates (0, 0, Z), Z > 0, and
each fingerprint’s location k is assumed to have coordinates
(xk, yk, 0). We denote by M the set of all fingerprints’
location.

Let s(t) =
√

Ep

Tp
p(t) be the transmitted IR-UWB single-

pulse one-shot signal, with Ep been the pulse energy, p(t) is
the transmitted pulse of duration Tp with

∫ Tp

0
p(t)2dt = 1,

and Wb = 1/Tp the signal bandwidth. Propagation studies
for IR-UWB signals have shown that they undergo dense
multipath environment producing large number of resolvable
paths [12]. A typical model for the impulse response of a
multipath channel is given by:

h(t) =

L∑
i=1

hiδt,τi (1)

where τi is the i − th path delay and hi is random variable
modeling signal attenuation at τi,

∑L
i=1E[|hi|2] = 1.

The received signal can then be written as:

r(t) = s(t) ∗ h(t) + n(t) =

√
Ep

Tp

L∑
i=1

hip(t− τi) (2)

where Td is the channel delay spread and n(t) is complex
Gaussian noise process with zero mean and power spectral
density N0. Since each component of y is a combination

of many significant random variables we model it as non-
stationary circular complex Gaussian process The autocorre-
lation function of y is given as:

Kr(t, u) =
Ep

Tp

L∑
i=1

E[|hi|2]p(t− τi)p(u− τi) +N0δt,u (3)

For every location (x, y) in the network area, x, y
∈ [−D/2, D/2], we take an equi-spaced taped-channel model
of length L, and we assume a degenerate representation Kr of
K, of dimension (L,L), whose entries are given as follows:

Kx,y
r (m,n) =

Ep

Tp

L∑
i=1

E[|hx,yi |
2]p(τm − τi)p(τn − τi) +N0δτm, τn (4)

We further define the diagonal elements of Kx,y
r by:

Kx,y
r (i, i) = x,yσ

2
i , i = 1 . . . L (5)

III. CHANNEL’S POWER DELAY PROFILE AS
FINGERPRINTS

For every fingerprint’s location k in M, we take as finger-
print the vector Fk which is the average over N independent
realization of the received signal rk’s power delay profile.
Thus, the elements of Fk are given as follows:

fk(i) =
1

N

N∑
j=1

|rkj (i)|2 , i = 0 . . . L (6)

Given an observation r of the received signal and a fingerprint
Fk’s PDP, we define the score matching function as the
Euclidian distance between the observation and the fingerprint
information:

S(r, fk) =

√√√√ L∑
i=1

[|r(i)|2 − fk(i)]2 (7)

The location estimate k̂ is then defined as the argument inM
that minimize the score matching function:

k̂ = argk∈M min S(r, fk) (8)

In the following, we are interested to derive an upper-bound
on the MSE of the estimation error.
Conditioned on (x, y) being the location of the source of the
received signal rx,y , we define P x,yk,l as the pairwise error
probability (PEP) of deciding that the mobile terminal position
(x, y) is within the area of fingerprint l rather than the exact
area of fingerprint k. This probability is expressed as follows



Px,yk,l (err) = P (k̂ = l|k is the nearest fingerprint’s location to (x, y))

= P (k̂ = l|x ∈ [xk −∆/2, xk + ∆/2], y ∈ [yk −∆/2, yk + ∆/2])

=
∏

j∈M−{l}
Pk (S(rx,y , fl) < S(rx,y , fj))

=
∏

j∈M−{l}
[1− Pk (S(rx,y , fl) ≥ S(rx,y , fj))]

=
∏

j∈M−{l}

[
1− Pk

(
L∑
i=1

[
|rx,y(i)|2 − fl(i)

]2
≥

L∑
i=1

[
|rx,y(i)|2 − fj(i)

]2)]

≤
∏

l∈M−{l}

[
1−

L∏
i=1

Pk

([
|rx,y(i)|2 − fl(i)

]2
≥
[
|rx,y(i)|2 − fj(i)

]2)]
(9)

The |rx,y(i)|2 are Gamma distributed G(αx,yi , θx,yi ) with shape
parameter αx,yi = 1 and scale parameter θx,yi = x,yσ

2
i .

Similarly, fj(i) , j ∈ K, i = 1 . . . L, can be seen
as Gamma-distributed G(αji , θ

j
i ) random variables (r.v.) with

shape parameter αji = N and scale parameter θji = jσ
2
i

N .
As the distribution of the sum of Gamma r.v. with different
scale parameters is difficult to obtain, we can approximate it by
another Gamma r.v. that has the same mean and variance. Thus
fj(i)+fk(i) could be seen as Gamma G(αj+ki , θj+ki ) r.v with
shape parameter αj+ki = N( jσ

2
i + kσ

2
i )2

jσ4
i + kσ4

i
and scale parameter

θj+ki = jσ
4
i + kσ

4
i

N( jσ2
i + kσ2

i )
.

The PEP can then be rewritten as

P
x,y
k,l (err) ≤

∏
l∈L−{l}

[
1−

L∏
i=1

Pk

(
X

j
i −X

l
i ≥ 0

)
P
(
R

x,y
i −Xj+l

i ≥ 0
)

+Pk

(
X

j
i −X

l
i ≤ 0

)
P
(
R

x,y
i −Xj+l

i ≤ 0
)]

(10)

where Rx,yi are G(αx,yi , 2θx,yi ), Xj
i are G(αji , θ

j
i ), and Xj+k

i

are G(αj+ki , θj+ki ). From [13], we have that for two Gamma
r.v with parameters (α1, θ1) and (α2, θ2), the distribution of
their difference is given by

P (Z1 − Z2 ≤ 0) =
θα2
1 θα1

2 2F1

(
1, α, α1 + 1, θ2

θ

)
α1B(α1, α2)(θ)α

(11)

with α = α1 + α2 , θ = θ1 + θ2 (12)

Where 2F1 is the Gauss hypergeometric function.
The conditional probability of estimation error (on (x, y) in
the area of k) is given by

Px,yk (err) ≤
∑

l∈M−{k}
Px,yk,l (err) (13)

Assuming that the mobile terminal position is uniformly dis-
tributed inside each fingerprint’s location area, the conditional
probability of location estimation error is then given by

Pk(err) =
1

∆2

∫ xk+ ∆
2

xk−∆
2

∫ yk+ ∆
2

yk−∆
2

Px,yk (err)dxdy (14)

Assuming further that the mobile terminal position is uni-
formly distributed over the whole network area, the probability
of location estimation error is then

P (err) =
1

M2∆2

∑
k∈M

Pk(err)

=
1

D2

∫ xk+ ∆
2

xk−∆
2

∫ yk+ ∆
2

yk−∆
2

Px,yk (err)dxdy (15)

While the location estimation’s MSE is

MSEerr =
1

D2

∑
k∈M

∑
l∈M

∫ xk+ ∆
2

xk−
∆
2

∫ yk+ ∆
2

yk−
∆
2[

(x− xl)
2

+ (y − yl)
2
]
P

x,y
k,l (err)dxdy (16)

IV. CHANNEL’S 2ND. ORDER STATISTICS AS
FINGERPRINTS

In order to base our decision on a maximum likelihood
(ML) test, and assuming that the received signal at the AP is
zero-mean complex Gaussian process, we use as fingerprint an
estimate of the covariance matrix of the received signal aver
N measurements or realizations of r. Thus, for each location
k ∈M, the fingerprint is defined as the matrix Fk given by

Fk =
1

N

N∑
j=1

RjRj
† (17)

R denotes vector representation of r and † complex conjugate.
Given an observation Rx,y of the received signal and a
fingerprint Fk, we define the score matching function as the
log-likelihood that Rx,y is distributed according to Fk

S(r, fk) = logP (Rx,y |k) = −R†x,yF
−1
k Rx,y − a− bk (18)

Where a =
L

2
log (2π) , bk =

1

2
log (det (Fk))

The location estimate k̂ is then defined as the argument inM
that maximize the matching score function

k̂ = argk∈M max; S(r, fk) (19)

Conditioned on (x, y) being the location of the source of the
received signal Rx,y , the PEP of deciding that the mobile
terminal position (x, y) as in the area of fingerprint l rather
than in the exact area of fingerprint k is given by

Px,yl,j (err) =
∏

l∈M−{l}
P (S(rx,y , fl) > S(rx,y , fj))

=
∏

l∈M−{l}

[
1− P

(
Zx,yl,j > bl − bj

)]
, (20)

where Zx,yl,j = R†x,yQl,jRx,y (21)

Ql,j = F−1
l − F−1

j (22)

Zx,yl,j is a quadratic form on complex Gaussian random vari-
ables. We begin by making a Karhunen-Loeve decomposition
of Rx,y in the basis of its covariance matrix, K0 = UΛU†,
where Λ is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues of Kx,y

R as
diagonal elements, and U is a unitary matrix formed by the
corresponding eigenvectors. Rx,y can be written then as



Rx,y = UΛ
1
2 Ṙx,y (23)

where Ṙx,y = Λ−
1
2U†Rx,y , KṘx,y = I (24)

So we get

Zx,yl,j = Ṙ
†
x,yQ̇l,jṘ

x,y (25)

with Q̇l,j = Λ
1
2U†Ql,jUΛ

1
2 (26)

As Fl and Fj are Hermitian, ˙Ql,j is also Hermitian and can
be decomposed also as VMV † where V is an orthonormal
matrix of eigenvectors of Q̇l,j and M is a diagonal matrix of
corresponding eigenvalues µi. We can thus write

Zx,yl,j = (V †Ṙx,y)†M(V †Ṙx,y) =
∑

µi|R̈x,yi |
2 (27)

Where

R̈x,y = V †Ṙx,y = V †Λ−
1
2U†Rx,y (28)

KR̈x,y = V KṘx,yV
† = I (29)

As Rx,yi are circular complex Gaussian random variables
CN(0, 1), the random variables Ui defined as
Ui = 2|R̈i

x,y|2 are independent chi-square random variables
with two degrees of freedom χ(2). We have thus expressed
Zx,yj,l as weighted sum of N independent Chi-square random
variables. We split the set of eigenvalues as
ai = {µi , µi ≥ 0} and bi = {|µi| , µi < 0}.
Zx,yj,l can then be given as

Zx,yj,l = 1Z
x,y
j,l − 2Z

x,y
j,l (30)

Where 1Z
x,y
j,l =

∑ ai

2
Ui (31)

2Z
x,y
j,l =

∑ bi

2
Ui (32)

We can use again the Gamma approximation to express 1Z
x,y
j,l

and 1Z
x,y
j,l as Gamma distributed variables G1(α1, β1) and

G2(α2, β2), where

α1 =
(
∑
aix)2∑

(aix)2
, β1 =

∑
(aix)2∑
aix

(33)

α2 =
(
∑
bix)2∑

(bix)2
, β2 =

∑
(bix)2∑
bix

(34)

The conditional error probability error becomes

Px,yj,l (err) =
∏

l∈M−{l}

[
1− P

(
1Z

x,y
l,j −1 Z

x,y
l,j > bl − bj

)]
≤

∏
l∈M−{l}

[
1− P

(
1Z

x,y
l,j > bl

)
P
(

1Z
x,y
l,j ≤ bj

)]
(35)

Following the same derivation as in the preceding section,
we can express the estimation probability of error and the
estimation MSE.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We performed simulations for an UWB system with N = 40
subcarriers. Usually an UWB indoor propagation channel can
be identified by different characteristics that are drown from
a traveling signals. Such characteristics help to identify the
impulse response of a given medium, and in our case some
of those characteristics would be used as fingerprints for the
localization system.

The sampling frequency, Fs = 1 GHz, is selected to be
over twice the highest signal frequency. The dimensions of the
room are designated as 6 m × 6 m to simulate a typical indoor
office environment so that the results can be verified against
earlier measurement-based statistical studies. The antennas
are assumed to be omni-directional point sources, and their
dispersive effects are neglected.

Fig. 1 and 2 depict the mean square error (MSE) perfor-
mances of single-antenna multiband UWB system as functions
of average SNR per bit in decibels (dB), for various separation
distance (∆ = 50 cm, ∆ = 1 m and ∆ = 2 m). The pulse is
of duration Tp = 1ns and the observation period is of length
Tf = 100ns. The SNR is defined as SNR = EpTp

TfN0
.

We observe that the performances of UWB system in PDP
fingerprints and 2nd. order statistics fingerprints are almost the
same, and they are close to the exact PEP calculation in 10
and 20, respectively. We can observe that the performance
becomes better as the separation distance decreases. When
∆ = 2 m, the obtained MSE using power delay profile
fingerprints can achieve 3 10−2 at SNR = −2.5 dB; while
when the separation distance increases to 50 cm, the obtained
MSE can achieve 3 10−2 even at SNR = 2.5 dB.
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Fig. 1. MSE versus SNR using power delay profile fingerprints for various
separation distance (∆ = 50 cm, ∆ = 1 m and ∆ = 2 m)
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Fig. 2. MSE versus SNR using 2nd. order statistics fingerprints for various
separation distance (∆ = 50 cm, ∆ = 1 m and ∆ = 2 m)

VI. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we recapitulate by saying that this paper
presented a localization system based on two fingerprinting
techniques and using UWB. The first technique uses channel’s
power delay profile as fingerprints and least square error as
matching function. The second one use channel 2nd. order
statistics as fingerprints and maximum likelihood estimation
as matching function. The obtained results showed high ac-
curacy. The system performance seams to take advantage of
the UWB propagation characteristics in the indoor channel.
Nevertheless, and based on the current results, we expect a
good performance of the higher complexity system.
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